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The first book written and illustrated by Eymard Toledo shows one boy's pluck when his

beautiful town is ruined by the arrival of a gray, dusty factory.Uncle Flores is the best tailor in

the small river town of Pinbaue in Brazil. He used to make beautiful dresses and colorful

costumes for the carnival, but nowadays he only makes gray uniforms for the factory workers.

The houses are covered with dust from the factory, the river water is murky, and everything is

drab. Edinho, his nephew, comes by every day after school to help cut and iron the cloth and

listen to his uncle's stories. The best ones begin with "Once upon a time...." But when the

factory tells Uncle Flores they don't need his uniforms anymore, Edinho comes up with an

ingenious idea to get his uncle back to work and make everyone in town happier and brighter.

Soon Uncle Flores's house is the most popular one in town.... In The Best Tailor in Pinbauê

a small act of beauty in the midst of environmental degradation reminds young readers of their

own agency and of the life-affirming strength of family and community.
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Uncle Flores is a tailor—the best in Pinbauê. When I was a child,I spent a lot of time with him

and he taught me many things:how to cut cloth, how to sew on buttons, how to tack. The only

thingI wasn’t allowed to use was his sewing machine. It was his mostprecious treasure. But I

liked watching him step on the pedal and Iloved the rattling sound of the black machine when

the pedal wentup and down: Cloc cloc cloc cloc cloc.When I helped him to cut thecloth, Uncle

Flores told me:“Hold it tight, Edinho,or else it will be crooked.”Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. We

cutthrough the cloth with twobig pairs of scissors untilthey met in the middle.Uncle Flores is a
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I would get up early in the morning and go over to Uncle Flores’shouse for breakfast. When I

came to his house, it was still dark.I could hear my uncle singing from afar. He liked to sing

whilehe shaved. When he was done, we had coffee and bread together.“This will help you

concentrate at school,” Uncle Flores would say.I would get up early in the morning and go over
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After school I went back to Uncle Flores’s and spent the afternoonwith him. My mum only came

back from work in the evening.When I was done with my homework, we sat in the kitchen

andmy uncle told me stories. I liked the ones best that began withOnce upon a time…After
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“Once upon a time the nets of the pescadores* were full with fish.And the lavadeiras** laughed

and chatted at the river, loud enough sothat you could hear them on the other side. Your dad

knew exactlywhen your mum lost her soap in the river. That was back then, whenPinbauê was

still a small village, and the water of the Velho Chicowas still clean,” Uncle Flores told
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Tasha Saecker, “Compelling. Edinho’s uncle is the best tailor in the small town of Pinbaue in

Brazil. He used to make bright-colored and beautiful clothes and costumes for the villagers, but

now he just makes uniforms for the factory where almost everyone in town works. Edinho’s

father doesn’t work for the factory either, he still keeps fishing though the pollution from the

factory has impacted the quality and quantity of the fish. Then the factory decides to import

their uniforms and suddenly Uncle Flores doesn’t have any work to do. When Edinho discovers

bright fabric in storage, he has an idea that just might help the entire village. The text of this

picture book is sprinkled with Portuguese words. The writing is clear and very readable,

offering a fictional village that speaks to the plight of real small villages across Brazil and other

countries.The illustrations are fascinating collages worth poring over. Fine details, textured

papers and lots of patterns create a rich world. A compelling look at the impact of large

factories on villages and how children can make a difference. Appropriate for ages 5-8.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3 people have provided feedback.
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